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INTRODUCTION.

IN co-operation with the scheme adopted at the British colonial observatories,

a series of magnetic and meteorological observations were made at the Girard

College magnetic observatory, in Philadelphia, with instruments purchased under

the direction of the trustees of the college, the observations being made under the

patronage of the American Philosophical Society, and finally completed for the use

of the topographical bureau of the War Department.
1 These observations were

made under my immediate direction, and were afterwards left under my general

superintendence. The series commenced in May, 1840, and, with short inter-

ruptions, terminated in June, 1845, thus furnishing a five years' series of magnetic

observations, taken bi-hourly up to October, 1843, and after that date hourly. The

readings of each magnetic element were united into mean values, arranged accord-

ing to hours of the day and days of the month and annual values, and presented

graphically, under my direction, by Joseph S. Ruth, Esq., who had taken part in

the observations, and who was at that time employed in the Coast Survey. As,

owing to other laborious duties, the record could not then be submitted to a com-

plete reduction and discussion, I have resumed the subject, with the aid of Charles

A. Schott, Esq., assistant in the Coast Survey, by whom, under my immediate

direction, the discussions contained in this paper have been made and prepared for

publication. It is proper to state that this work has been performed out of office

hours by Mr. Schott, as my assistant in this special matter, and at my own expense.

Although the magnetic observatories furnished by their judicious geographical

location, a basis for the generalization of their results, it is, nevertheless, desirable

to combine other results with them as confirmations, or as corrections. In the

investigation of the disturbance law at Point Barrow, as compared with the same

at Toronto, a very remarkable mutual relation was developed, and further exami-

nation may bring to light other dependencies of a mutual character.

According to the latest determination, the position of the Girard College observa-

tory is in latitude 39 58' 23" (north), and in longitude 75 10' 05" = 5" 00m 40'.3

* See " Observations at the magnetic and meteorological observatory at the Girard College, Philadel-

phia, made under the direction of A. D. Bache, LL. D., and with funds supplied by the members of the

American Philosophical Society and by the Topographical Bureau of the United States, 1840 to 1845.

Printed by order of the Senate of the United States, and under the direction of the Topographical

Bureau, second session of the twenty-ninth Congress. Washington, D. C., 1847." Three volumes

record and one volume plates.

1



2 INTRODUCTION.

west of Greenwich. 1 From Philadelphia, Toronto hears 38 45' west of north (true),

and is distant 4 50' in arc, or about 334 statute miles.

It is proposed in the present paper to investigate the law of the eleven year

period, or as it is more frequently called, the decennial period, there being yet an

uncertainty as to its precise length. It is supposed to have some direct or indirect

connection with the solar spot period, which, according to late investigations by
Prof. It. Wolf,

2
is said to exhibit corresponding disturbances.

The discussion is a contribution towards the determination of the epoch of the

occurrence of a minimum (as to number and magnitude) in certain phases of the

magnetic variations and disturbances, corresponding to a minimum in the solar

spot period. The method of reduction is substantially the same as that adopted

by General Sabine, and explained in his discussion of the Toronto and Hobarton3

observations.

1 This longitude depends on that of Cambridge observatory, for which 4h 44m 30s
. 25 has been adopted.

3 Astronomische Nachrichten, No. 1091 (May, 1857).
9 See three papers by General Sabiue, on periodical laws discoverable in the mean effects of the larger

magnetic disturbances. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, 1851, 1852, and 1856.



INVESTIGATION OF THE ELEVEN YEAR PERIOD

CHANGE OF THE AMPLITUDE OF THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC

DECLINATION, COMPRISING THE REGULAR AS WELL AS THE
DISTURBED DIURNAL VARIATION.

WHILE the magnitude of the deflection is the only criterion for the recognition

of a disturbance, the adoption of any limit of deviation from the normal value for

the same hour, month, and year, must necessarily remain in some measure arbitrary,

or, in other words, there must always remain, after the separation of the disturb-

ances, a certain small amount of their effect in the remaining regular diurnal

progression. General Sabine has shown that the results are not sensibly affected

by a small variation in the line of separation of the disturbed from the undisturbed

readings.
1

To effect the separation, I made use of Peirce's criterion,
2
for the rejection of

doubtful observations, applying it, however, to observations following a law different

from the regular one. 3 From an examination of 465 hourly observations, distributed

over different hours of the day and different months of the year, the following was

the limit of separation :

9d.3 from six months in 1840

'8.1
" " 1843

6.0
" " 1845

The mean or 7.8 divisions, equal to 3'.6 of arc, has been adopted provisionally.

Accordingly, all numbers in the printed record of observations, differing 7.8 scale

divisions (or 10.3 divisions for June, and, up to July 18, 1840), from the mean

monthly value at each hour of observation, were marked in pencil. It was found

that the ratio of the disturbed observations to the total number was 1 : 9.6, or for

1 In the first discussion of the Toronto observations for the years 1843, 1844, 1845, the limit of 3'. 6

was adopted, corresponding to one disturbance in every 13.6 observations; in the second discussion 5'.0

was substituted as preferable. Phil. Trans., 1856, art. xv.

* Gould's Astronomical Journal, vol. iv., No. 83, 1855.

8 A similar application was made in the discussion of Dr. E. K. Kane's magnetic observations at Van
Rensselaer Harbor, North Greenland, by Mr. Schott. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, vol. x.,

1858.



4 AMPLITUDE OP THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION

the years 1843, 1844, 1845, 1 : 13.3 nearly (the years 1843 and 1845 being incom-

plete, and omissions only approximately allowed for). For comparison with the

Toronto observations we have the ratio 1 : 9.4 for the series 1841 to 1848, inclu-

sive,
1 and 1 : 13.6 for the series 1843, 1844, 1845,

2 both for the limit 3'.6, which
was afterwards raised to 5'.0.

3
It was thought desirable in comparing these results,

and especially as the Girard College observations do not extend either way to years
of maximum of disturbance, which would otherwise require the enlargement of

the limit, to preserve the limit as pointed out by the criterion
; hence a deviation

from the normal of 8.0 scale divisions as a convenient number, 3'.64 of arc, has

been adopted for the present discussion as constituting a disturbed observation.

Previous to July 18, 1840, the declinometer had a different scale, one division being
20".7, making the corresponding limit for the first month and a half, 10.6 divisions.

All observations therefore differing 8.0 scale divisions from the mean monthly
value of their respective hour were marked by a pencil line

;
a new hourly mean

was taken, omitting values so marked, and each observation was again examined
with reference to its deviation from this new mean. The process was repeated,
when necessary, so that in all cases values differing 8d

.O or more from the final

mean, were excluded. The last mean thus obtained for each observing hour and
each month has been called " the normal." The following tables of normals pre-
sent the mean monthly declinometer readings for each observing hour, free from

all disturbances, deviating either way 3'.64 or more, from the normal position of

the magnet for the respective hour, month, and year. The observations having
been made at the even Gb'ttingen hours, the local times are 19 \ minutes after the

even hour.4 The time given in the tables is mean local time, counting from mid-

night, or Oh
up to 24h

.

Increase in the scale readings, corresponds to a decrease of westerly declination.

The value of one division of scale is 0'.453.

1 Observations made at the Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory at Toronto, in Canada, under

the superintendence of Colonel Edward Sabine, vol. ii., 1843, 1844, 1845, with abstracts of observations

to 1852, inclusive. London, 1853.

Phil. Trans. R. S., 1851, art. v.

' Observations made at the Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory at Toronto, in Canada, under

the superintendence of Major-General Edward Sabine, vol. iii., 1846, 1847, 1848, with abstracts of

observations to 1855, inclusive. London, 1857.
4 The observations were made at the even Gottingen time, 6h 00m

, corresponding to Oh 19|
m of

Philadelphia time.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION.

TABLE I. NORMALS OF THE DECLINOMETER READINGS FOR EACH OBSERVING HOUR AND MONTH,
IN THE TEAR 1840.

Observations taken 19| minutes after the hoar indicated.



6 AMPLITUDE OF THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION

In general during the year 1841 the readings are more changeable than during
the following years.

The rearrangement of the instruments, and consequent shifting of the index of

the scale, alluded to in the preceding notes, interrupted the observations between

January 1 and January 12.

The normal for October, 14h
, was obtained by comparing with the half monthly

means and taking the mean of the two results as in a similar case for the month

of September of the previous year.

TABLE III. NORMALS OF THE DECLINOMETER READINGS FOR 1842.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION.

The hourly readings commence on October 1, and are continued to the close of

the series.

To make the readings of the odd hours of the months of October, November,

and December comparable with those of the even hours during the whole year,

the means of the even hours for the months of October, November, and December

(1843) were compared with the corrected annual means respectively, which gave

the corrections for the even hours
;
and the corrections for intermediate odd hours

were obtained from those of the nearest even hours. The deductions from the

series of observations at odd hours have but one-third of the weight of those

obtained from the even series.

TABLE



8 AMPLITUDE OF THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION

To the observations between January 1 and January 10 a correction of + 18d
.7

was applied, as explained in the preceding note.

In the month of December the declination changed so rapidly as to require the

use of half monthly means; the mean of the two results is inserted in the above table.

TABLE VI. NORMALS OP THE DECLINOMETER READINGS FOR 1845.

Value of 1 div. = 0'.453. Time 19| minutes later than indicated.



OP THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 9

Owing probably to the several accidental changes in the suspension of the bar,

and consequent uncertainty in the precise amount of scale correction, the mean

readings of each year, when compared with one another, exhibit differences not

actually due to inequalities occasioned by declination changes. This question,

however, does not directly bear upon the present investigation, which mainly

depends on differences of readings, and it is proper to remark that the observed

increase, giving the weight one-half to the mean of 1840 and of 1845, is under the

supposition of a uniform annual change between these years, equal to 4'.50. From

Mr. Schott's investigation
1 of the secular change of the declination at Philadelphia,

supported by observations between the years 1701 and 1855, the annual increase

between the years 1840 and 1845 is 4'.98, a result which accords tolerably well

with actual observations. According to his formula, the declination on the first of

January, 1843, the mean epoch of the present series was 3 32' west, with a probable

error of +_ 10', which corresponds to the scale reading 560.31, deduced by taking
into account the weights of the annual means.

We now proceed to the investigation of the inequality in the diurnal variation,

changing the preceding formula:! for greater convenience into the following :

For 1840 A =+ 2'.815 sin (15n + 36 35') + 2'.078 sin (30n+ 217 33') + 0'.743 sin (45 n+ 68 50')
" 1841 A =+ 2.214 sin (15 n + 30 05 ) 4- 1.984 sin (30 n + 212 38 ) + 0.716 sin (45 n+ 50 14 )

" 1842 A=+ 2.240 sin (15 n+ 33 49) + 1.908 sin (30 n +217 12 ) + 0.663 sin (45 n+ 64 42 )
" 1843 A =+2.015 sin (15 n+36 00 )+ 1.775 sin (30 n+ 218 05 ) + 0.820 sin (45 n+ 68 18)
" 1844 A= +2.032 sin (15 n+ 34 35 ) + 1.754 tin (30 n+ 222 23) + 0.816 sin (45 n+ 68 53)
" 1845 A= +2.060sm (15 n+ 35 33 ) + 2.206 sin (30 n+ 225 35 ) + 0. 900 sin (45 n + 61 20)
Where A = the regular solar-diurnal variation.

n = the number of hours after midnight.

To show the agreement between these expressions and the corresponding observed

quantities, and to exhibit to the eye the character of the diurnal variation, the

results have been thrown into curves. The observed bi-hourly means are repre-

sented in Fig. 2 (p. 11) by dots, and in no instance do they differ from the com-

puted values by as much as Od
.8 or 0'.3. As a specimen of the representation. I

add the results for the year 1845:

Hour.



10 AMPLITUDE OF THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION

maximum reading of western declination. In the last two columns the difference

of the scale readings, or the amplitude of eastern and western elongation, is made

out in scale divisions, and also in minutes of arc.

The inequality of this amplitude next requires our attention.

For



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 11

The month of May, in the year 1843, is indicated by the formula as the epoch
of the minimum amplitude.

REGULAR SOLAB-DWRNAL VARIATION OF THE DECLINATION.

L6 . 18 , 20 . 2,2 , 2,4

Philadelphia mean time.

We now proceed to the discussion of the disturbances as far as they bear on the

decennial inequality, taking in also some collateral results.

The total number of observations for changes of declination recorded and dis-

cussed amounts to 24,566 ;
of these, 2357 were separated as disturbances differing

eight scale divisions or more from their respective normals, leaving 22,209 observa-

tions, from which the preceding results were deduced. There is one disturbed

observation in every 10.4 observations.

The discussion of the disturbances divides itself into two parts, that of the

number and that of the amount of the larger deflections.



12 DISCUSSION OF THE DISTURBANCES

Owing to partial incompleteness in the number of observing months in some

years, it became necessary to fill out the number for the annual inequality from

the results of the complete years. Their number for each month in the complete

years is given in the following table, the numbers for 1844 having first been divided

by two, in order to make the hourly observations comparable with the bi-hourly in

the years 1841 and 1842:

Month.



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 13

If we separate the numbers in accordance with westerly and easterly deflections

we obtain the following table, deduced as in the former case. It may be remarked

that on account of the separate ratios used for the interpolation of the western and

eastern deflections, their sum in any one month does not give the corresponding

number in the above table exactly, only the yearly sums having been preserved ;

and the same is true in regard to the table, showing the amount of the disturbances.

Interpolated values as before are inclosed between brackets :



14 DISCUSSION OF THE DISTURBANCES

year period as plainly and systematically as did the investigation of the diurnal

amplitude ; yet giving half weight, on account of the want of record, to the sums

for 1840 and 1845, the minimum number falls in the year 1843. More consistent

results would, no doubt, have been obtained if the year 1845 had been complete.
If we distribute the disturbances (1942 in number for the even hours) according

to their respective hours of occurrence, the following table results from observa-

tions between 1840 and 1845:



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 15

AGGREGATE VALUES OF THE DISTURBANCES, AND MEAN VALUES IN THE DIFFERENT YEARS.



16 DISCUSSION OP THE DISTURBANCES

Separating into western and eastern disturbances we find



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION. 17

WEST DEFLECTIONS.



18 AMPLITUDE OF THE SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION

If we compare these ratios with the corresponding numbers in the preceding

tables, showing the bi-hourly distribution in regard to the number of disturbances,

we find, irrespective of the directions of the deflections, the 2 P. M. minimum

preserved ;
the maximum occurs at 10 P. M. At Toronto, from a five years' hourly

series, commencing with 1844, these hours are respectively 1 P. M. and 9 P. M.

At Philadelphia, as at Toronto, the ratios are nearly invariable from 10 A. M. to

6 P. M., being then below unity ;
and again from 8 P. M. to 8 A. M., when they

are above unity.

The easterly maximum and the westerly minimum at 8 P. M. appear again as a

decided feature, and in general, the respective ratios exhibiting the diurnal dis-

tribution of the disturbances, both in an easterly and westerly direction, show

almost a perfect correspondence in regard to both number and amount.

The next table exhibits the excess of westerly disturbance over easterly (the

sign indicating a defect, or excess of easterly over westerly) in the aggregate
values of the five year series, and in the last column, the mean effect of the same

at each even hour, is given as obtained by dividing the aggregate differential value

of the preceding column by the actual number of days of observation during the

whole period. The last column exhibits, therefore, the mean diurnal disturbance

variation. The number of days is very nearly 1500.

Philadelphia



OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION.

DIURNAL DISTURBANCE VARIATION OP THE DECLINATION.

19



20 VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION.

the frequency of the solar spots directly derived from observation and (3 the ampli-

tude of the diurnal variation. He finds a very close correspondence between the

computed and observed values of /?, and gives in a table Dr. Lament's and his own
results between the years 1835 and 1850. He also reaffirms his former value for

the average length of the solar spot period., viz., 11.11 years 4^0.04 years, the

limits of variation being 8 and 16 years. This period is deduced from observations

of maxima and minima since 1626.

For Philadelphia we have (3
= 7'.080 + 0'.039 a representing the observed

amplitudes as follows:

Tear.
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